
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

DAY 2 

(3rd March 2023) 



SYMULATE 
 

 

Research & Development (R&D) 

 
Timings: 12:30 pm to 4:00 pm 

Date: 3rd March, 2023 

 

The business wing of Sympulse: “Symulate” had organised this event R&D on 3rd March, 2023 

from 12:30PM – 4:00PM in collaboration with the R&D Cell of SCMS, Pune. In this event, every 

participants were required to presented their research papers infront of the judges and were judged 

based on the quality of the research. There was a total of 7 participants who made it to the final 

round of Evrima (the R&D event), who were judged by two judges- Ms. Pratiksha Kshirsagar and 

Mr. Rohan Phatale. The winners of the event were Karnika Shrivastava followed by the runner up 

Dhruv Goyal and Aryan Mahajan. The overall event was rejoicing where we could see as to what 

extent did a particular participant used his/her research skill. 
 
 



ANANYA 
 

 

Treasure Hunt 

Hosted by: Ananya 

Platform: Viman Nagar 

Timings: 3 pm to 5 pm 

 

Treasure hunt was a fun and exciting event that challenged the participants to solve clues related 

to Bollywood to find hidden treasures. There were 15 teams in total. Each team was required to 

read the clue, locate the area in viman nagar, answer Bollywood riddles and move on to the next 

hint. It was hosted by Devanshi Sharma. It was an engaging game that added to the overall 

excitement of the participants. The winners were Manhar and Anwesha followed by Rajnish 

Panwar and Aryan Garg. The event was overall a success and all the participants enjoyed it. 
 



Talent Hunt 
 

Hosted By- Ananya 

Date- 3rd March 2023 

Platform- Campus Plaza 

Time- 2:00 PM to 3:30 PM 
 

 

The talent show was an event organized by Ananya in which many participants showcased their 

skills such as dancing, singing, and even freestyle rap., The event was hosted by Rebanta Saha 

and the judges were honorable faculty members of our college. The event turned out to be a 

success as all the participants and the audience enjoyed attending it. The winners of the event 

were the In-Sync dance crew. 

 

Solo Singing 
 

Hosted By- Ananya 

Date- 3rd March 2023 
Platform- Campus Plaza 

Time- 4:00 PM to 5:30 PM 

 
 

The solo singing event was one in which participants from not only our college but many other 

colleges participated and showcased their acumen in singing. The participants and audience both 



enjoyed the event thoroughly and it turned out to be a great success. The event was hosted by 

Kashika Nagpal and Sajal Nayak and was judged by the great artist Ritviz’s mother, 
 

 



SIMUNC 
 

UNHRC 

 

Date: 3rd March, 2023 

Time: 11:30 am to 3:30 pm 

Duration: 4 hours 

No. of Participants: 7 delegates 

Chairpersons: Sarbanga Mishra (Head Chairperson), Aman Mathur (Vice Chairperson) 

Platform: Google Meet 

 

The Model United Nations Wing of Sympulse, SIMUNC, hosted United Nations Human Rights 

Council (UNHRC). The event started right on time. The event commenced with an opening by 

SIMUNC Core Member. The Secretary General was Mishka Tillu, the Deputy Secretary General 

was K Sasi Samitha and the Director General was Nitishna Kanchanakuntla.The agenda was 

"Deliberation on Human Rights Violation during crisis situation with special emphasis on the 

Afganistan Crisis”. The committee session started with 7 delegates (namely France, Ukraine,  

Afganistan, Belgium, China, India and USA) and there were a total 7 GSL Speakers. There were 

two moderated assemblies and then there were two unmoderated assembly which was exclusive 

of the lunch break. Overall, the event took place smoothly. 



HEADLINES 

Pitstop 

Date: 3rd March, 2023 

Venue: Symbiosis Viman Nagar, Old Campus 

Timings: 4:30 – 6:30 PM 

 

The glamour Wing of Sympulse’23: “Headlines” had organized the Car show event named 

“Pitstop” on the 3rd of March, 2023 from 4:30 PM – 6:30 PM at the Symbiosis Viman Nagar, Old 

Campus. This event was enjoyed by the students of SCMS, participants of Sympulse’23, and the 

faculty. This event started with many supercars and bikes entering the campus. In this event, there 

was also a phase where the cars and bikes were seen revving their exhausts, making drifts, etc. 

With this, the event ended. 
 

 
 



 
 

 

War Of The DJ’S 
 



Hosted By- Headlines 

Date- 3rd March 2023 

Platform- Campus Plaza 

Time- 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM 

 
 

The glamour Wing of Sympulse’23: “Headlines” had organised the War of DJ event on the 3rd of 

March, 2023 from 6:00 PM – 6:30 PM at the Symbiosis Viman Nagar, Old Campus. This event 

was one in which 4 DJs battled it for the top position through their DJ styles. The performance of 

the DJs was so good that it got all the people in the audience dancing to their beats. The event was 

hosted by Keshav Khaitan and Suhani Priya. The winner of the event was - DJ Rohan. 
 



SPRINT 
 

Futsal 

Date: 3 March 2023 

Time: 4:00 p.m 

Duration: 3 hours 

Number of Participants: 16 teams 

Referee- Sanath, Rudolph 

Platform: SLS campus ground 

 

Day 2 of the futsal tournament conducted by the sports wing of Futsal was conducted on the SLS 

campus ground. A total of 16 teams all over India participated in this event being one of the most 

participated events in Sympulse’23. The matches were conducted in a group plus knockout format. 

A total of 19 matches were conducted on Day 2. The event was a huge success. . The participants 

enjoyed and gave positive feedback about the event as well. The winner of Futsal’23 was Christ 

Pune with Indira college being the runner ups. 

 

 
Basketball 

Hosted By- Sprint 

Date- 3rd March 2023 

Platform- Symbiosis Law School Basketball Court 

Time- 2:30 PM to 7:30 PM 

 

The sports division of sympulse "sprint" staged the boys basketball tournament. The competition 

featured a number of knockout-style matches. The event, which was sponsored by Anytime Fitness 

and held on Symbiosis Law School's basketball court, was a success thanks to the involvement of 

6 teams. The event was enjoyed by the participants, who also provided favourable feedback. 
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